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Abstract 

Complexity of monolithic kernel of existing operating systems results in security exploits 

inevitably. When it is compromised, manual recovery from kernel-level attacks is usually 

time-consuming. The whole process is expected to be automatic and supported in system 

level. The requirement becomes more necessary for modern embedded systems, which lack 

such administrative and recovery tools for end users comparing with PC. We implement a 

prototype system called OSKROD to support system automatic recovery. OSKROD can take a 

collection of actions to recover infected kernel, after detecting kernel-level attacks infections 

based on system virtualization technique. Moreover, it can operate in two working modes: 

periodic mode and request-service mode, which can be fit in various application scenarios. 

Its recovery has been proved effective in fault injection experiments against real world 

attacks. The results indicate that it can correctly detect several kernel-level security attacks 

and recover the system with acceptable penalty to system performance. 

 

Keywords: security, recovery, detection, operating system. 

 

1. Introduction 

Recently more and more embedded systems are engaged into the ubiquitous 

computing environment, which provides rich application services in our daily use. One 

of the most typical examples is the mobile phone. Currently people use it to make 

phone calls, listen to music, edit personal schedules, surf the web, do online shopping 

etc. It has become the most important information carrier. The mobile phone is also 

involved into a more intimate relationship with users as the increase of its popularity. 

Users intend to store sensitive and private data in the mobile phone rather than their 

personal computers, such as personal schedules, banking accounts even credit card 

information for online shopping. It is even expected to replace personal computers in 

the near future. Therefore existing embedded systems engaged in ubiquitous computing 

require more protection from security compromise. 
Modern embedded systems are also changing increasingly from specific-purpose to 

general-purpose. With their functionality on demand is growing, their software becomes 

more complicated as well. For instance, the source code of a modern mobile phone is 

around 5-7 million lines, and keeps growing. Numerous applications formerly 

developed for PC can be ported to embedded platforms easily with their open APIs. 

Thus a plenty of open-source software have been introduced to the mobile phone, e.g. 

Linux kernel and its upper layer applications. The opening of APIs and the source code 

also introduces great challenges to the design of secure embedded systems. 

Nowadays Internet facing embedded systems are already under attack. For instance, 
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an almost 400% increase in mobile malware from 2005 to 2007 [1] is reported by F-

Secure. Meanwhile, when embedded systems are designed more general-purpose 

together with open APIs, they are also more likely to suffer from security attacks. When 

such embedded systems are under attack, it is usually very difficult to detect and 

recover. Moreover, in comparison with PC, embedded systems typically lack diagnosis 

utilities and administrative tools to pinpoint security problems. Ordinary users do not 

have enough technical knowledge to solve above security problems. Therefore, there 

are great needs for automatic recovery requirements in system level for future advanced 

embedded systems. 

Among numerous security attacks of embedded systems, kernel-level attacks (also 

known as kernel rootkits) are proved more difficult to detect and recover. These attacks 

directly compromise the operating system kernel, hide malicious utilities from 

administrative tools and hence launch back-door services for upcoming attacks. Latest 

kernel-level attacks for mobile phones already occur. Kernel rootkits change the 

behavior of kernels by modifying values of kernel data structures, forcing them to 

actively conceal the presence of adversary. Thus traditional application-level intrusion 

detection programs that depend on consistent kernel behavior cannot detect kernel 

rootkits. 

It is difficult to detect anomaly behavior of operating system kernels still using 

traditional UNIX-like system architecture. It is obvious that you cannot trust detection 

results from the detected target itself. But the system virtualization technique can help 

on diagnosis and further recovery of the operating system kernel. System virtualization 

provides a mechanism to insert a software layer beneath an operating system kernel. 

Xen [2] and OKL4 [3] are two typical representatives of popular system virtualization 

solutions. The difference is that Xen is widely accepted for servers or clusters and 

OKL4 is for embedded systems. The system virtualization isolates security solutions 

from untrusted components, also enables them execute in the same or lower layer with 

the guest kernel. Comparing with former security solutions implemented in-kernel or as 

an application, the security solutions based on virtualization do not rely on kernel 

consistency. Therefore, security tools implemented in the virtualization layer are able to 

detect the execution of a vulnerable guest kernel. 

We present OSKROD (Operating System Kernel Recovery on Demand), a 

virtualization-based prototype system, to provide automatic recovery to Linux kernel. 

OSKROD periodically examines the state of a running kernel against a collection of 

diagnostic specifications to detect the kinds of kernel rootkits. Upon detecting the 

corresponding infections, OSKROD invokes several actions to recover the system 

kernel.  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes related work, 

Section 3 analyzes the threat model and Section 4 presents system design and 

implementation. Section 5 is about case study, Section 6 talks about evaluation, Section 

7 discusses about limitation and future work and Section 8 concludes the paper. 

 

2. Related Work 

Our related research can be mainly covered by detection and recovery two research 

domains. We give a brief introduction to each of them respectively. 
In recent literature of system detection context, much research has been done at 

different layers by using various methods. By connecting a specific hardware to the 

target system, Copilot [4] can detect kernel-level attacks by periodically checking 

kernel memory. Its detection task is deployed on an independent external PCI card. In 
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its latest work, a constraint specification infrastructure [5] is proposed, which can be 

used to detect the inconsistency of kernel dynamic data. Gibraltar [6] compares values 

of kernel data structures in training and enforcement modes to detect kernel attacks 

using PCI network card.  

With the virtualization technique has become popular; there also rise some virtual 

machine monitor based solutions [7]. At kernel level, in certain signature-based 

intrusion detection systems [8], by hooking system calls, a large amount of log data is 

generated for the purpose of analysis, its volume of the off-line log per day is about 1.2 

GB [9]. Certain detection functions also have been implemented as kernel modules [10] 

which can be loaded into the detected system. In the application layer, there are also 

some existing solutions to detect inconsistency of Linux kernel such as Chkrootkit [11], 

Rkthunter [12] and Tripwire [13]. They can check integrity of file systems or other 

critical system administrative binaries. But they can be easily cheated by kernel-level 

attacks by directly compromising the related kernel data, thus its detection cannot be 

trusted. Strider Ghostbuster [14] can detect all hidden files and processes for Windows 

platform by off-line detection. It uses a cross view-diff based approach, which 

compares the view from user level with the one from kernel level. FACE [34] provides 

an integrated automated digital evidence discovery and correlation infrastructure. Based 

on XenAccess [35, 36], some secure related research is also deployed based on Xen 

virtual machine platform. In recently literature, SIM [37] benefits from hardware 

virtualization support to perform system monitoring while KOP [38] focuses more on 

kernel dynamic objects. 

The research of recovery can be traced back to fault-tolerant and transaction-based 

systems. Roll-back recovery technique [15] uses snapshots at check points to perform 

recovery from some fatal errors. At each check point, the system makes a snapshot of 

some specific processes, which introduces the overhead to both CPU and memory 

resources. But this part of research is mainly used to enhance system availability, not 

designed for the purpose of system security. Some application-aware research [10] also 

has been deployed inside kernel, which is mainly used to address problems related with 

specific applications. Currently some safety-critical applications have adopted the data 

structure-repairing technical solutions [16] to help correctly represent the information 

that a program manipulates. Grizzard et al. [17] address the issue of recovering from 

attacks that hook the system call table by replacing the exploit with a clean copy. In 

[18] and [19], recovery solutions have been proposed, which are all offline recovery 

procedures, designed to recover the system call table or file systems. 

 

3. Threat Analysis 

The cause of security attacks of modern mobile phone can be mainly summarized as 

follows. 
- First, difficulty of system upgrade may result in system security exploit. Because of either 

technical or non-technical reasons, to most of ordinary users, mobile phone is still hard to 

perform system upgrade frequently and conveniently. Linux kernel is known for its 

sophistication, mobile phone developed based on it may suffer from old kernel bugs and 

security holes. 

- Second, openness introduces more challenges from the application domain. To shorten 

development period, more open source code have been introduced into mobile phone, e.g. 

Openmoko [20] uses Linux as operating system kernel, Apple has opened iPhone SDK [21] 

for application programmers. A lot of legacy applications from PC world can also run on 

mobile phone easily with little porting cost. Openness of system kernel and APIs makes 
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mobile phone more likely encounter security attacks. 

- Third, powerful communication capability makes mobile phone always accessible for 

attackers. Mobile phone usually connects to Internet, cellar network and SMS service at the 

same time; it acts as a three-overlapping communication node. Users prefer their mobile 

phone always online, which greatly facilitate security attacks.  

After extensive survey of security attack techniques, common kernel attack methods can be 

summarized as following steps: 1). Privilege lifting; 2). Object hiding; 3). System calls or 

interrupt handler hijacking; 4) Installing back door services. 

 

Figure 1. A flow chart of kernel attacks 
We analyze the threat model for kernel attacks in more detail. Figure 1 shows a flow chart 

for kernel attacks which consist of four states. S1: The system kernel is in a consistent state 

with several security holes. S2: Security holes have been found by attackers, are used to get 

root privilege. S3: Attackers have installed malicious kernel modules or compromised kernel 

memory directly to hide their own utilities, the system kernel has become inconsistent. S4: 

System is already comprised and used to attack other vulnerable hosts. And there are four 

symbols defined to illustrate states of the system kernel. 

- c : the system kernel is consistent 

- u : the system kernel is under attack 

- h : the system kernel is inconsistent due to hidden malicious utilities 

- a : the system is already in a active state to attack other vulnerable hosts 

Figure 1 shows that our system is designed to detect and recover from kernel inconsistency 

for S3 state marked as (1). While most of the previous application-level detection system 

focuses on S2 state by hooking system calls or logging system events marked as (2), which is 

not suitable for embedded platforms. 

 

4. System Design and Implementation 
 

 

Figure 2. System architecture 

In this section, we explain details about system design and implementation. Our 

prototype system is developed based on system virtualization layer (also known as 

system hypervisor) named L4 microkernel [22, 23], whose purpose is to provide 

hardware abstraction and basic system services, including process scheduling and inter-
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process communication (IPC). Linux and diagnosis service are running on the system 

virtualization layer simultaneously. Figure 2 indicates that the system consists of 

several recovery modules and a diagnosis service program. Recovery modules are 

implemented as several loadable kernel modules and the diagnosis service is 

implemented as a service program inside the microkernel system. The diagnosis service 

program can access Linux kernel memory to analyze kernel data structures at runtime, 

recovery modules are in charge of recovering kernel data structures inside kernel space. 

They can communicate via system IPC messages. 
Figure 3 shows the components in our design. The system is composed of four main 

components: a specification manager, a detector, a recovery dispatcher and a recovery 

instance.  

 

Figure 3. System components 
1). Global manager is responsible for maintaining the global configurations; include 

runtime specifications, supported kernel data structures and recovery abstract interfaces. 

Specification is an assert-like expression on kernel data structures, e.g. the function pointer of 

a certain system call should be a constant value. Recovery abstract interfaces connect runtime 

specifications with the guest kernel dependent recovery instance. It is a wrapper layer.  

2). Detector is a series of interfaces to be invoked at runtime to verify the system kernel 

against a given specification. Its implementation is based on underlying mechanism provided 

by system virtualization layer; hence from diagnosis program we can read Linux kernel 

memory directly. 

3). Recovery dispatcher is managing the relations between runtime specifications and a set 

of recovery abstract interfaces when perform system recovery. In the example of the system 

call specification, the related recovery abstract interface is const; its recovery instance is to 

modify the function pointer of the system call to a known good value. Recovery dispatcher 

also supports multi-step recovery. If previous recovery action fails, it will invoke default 

recovery routines such as suspend or reboot the system. 

4). Recovery instance is the guest system dependent recovery implementation. In our 

prototype, recovery instance for Linux is implemented as kernel modules inserted into the 

guest Linux kernel. The kernel has a IPC handler routine dealing with diagnosis services, 

which can be used to invoke recovery kernel functions and passing related parameters. 

 

4.1. Policies of Virtualization Layer 

Inside L4 microkernel, a fixed priority-based preempt scheduling algorithm [24] is 

implemented. The guest Linux kernel is developed as two processes, one is for handling 

interrupts and the other is used to handle system calls and maintain the update of kernel 
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data structures as well. In our prototype, the diagnosis service program are assigned 

higher priority than Linux kernel and Linux application processes, and the non-preempt 

flag is set to them. The non-preempt setting makes the runtime diagnosis not be 

interrupted by Linux kernel processes. At the same time, it also prevents guest kernel 

processes being interrupted in the middle of updating kernel data structures.  
In the current implementation of L4 microkernel, the guest operating system kernel 

shares the same address space with other microkernel services. In our prototype, the 

diagnosis service program runs in the same address space as Linux kernel. However, 

there is a capability-based memory section management policy [25] supported in L4 

microkernel. We assign the capability to diagnosis service but not to Linux kernel, so 

that the diagnosis service can access the memory address which belongs to Linux kernel 

freely, while Linux kernel can not access the memory address verse via. 

 

4.2. External View of Guest Kernel 

Filling the gap between external diagnosis services and guest operating system is one of 

the research challenges to virtualization based detection systems. The implementation of our 

prototype system relies on operating system level data structures to provide meaningful 

information. We use system.map generated when building Linux kernel to get runtime 

addresses of specific kernel data structures. Thus we can directly access the address at 

runtime, dereference the pointer to get correct values of the corresponding data structure. For 

example, in system.map we can find runtime addresses of init_task and per_cpu_runqueues 

respectively. By using them we can get system information about process scheduling and 

process management. 

 

Figure 4. Runtime layout of process, memory, file descriptors and runqueue in 

kernel space 
Type definitions of kernel data structures are used to describe their layout inside 

runtime memory. We extracted related type definitions by processing kernel source 

code using CIL (C Intermediate Language) [26] scripts automatically. By using 

extracted type definitions, the diagnosis service can get correct runtime kernel 

information outside Linux kernel. We can extract internal information of Linux kernel 

even outside it by casting above memory addresses. As Figure 4 shows, by accessing 

the exposed runtime memory address, diagnosis service can traverse the processes of 

Linux system outside Linux kernel. 

 

4.3. Connecting Diagnosis to Recovery 
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The diagnosis service uses a dependency tree to maintain the relationships among 

system resources at runtime, such as parent-child relationships between processes, 

memory, and their privilege. The dependency tree is updated by periodically reading the 

values of related kernel data fields directly. For example, we can know parent-child 

relationships between processes, by reading the data field of children in task_struct 

without hooking fork system call. Comparing with conventional methods of hooking 

system calls, it helps greatly decrease the system overhead. The dependency tree is used 

by the containment algorithm to identify possible malicious attacks. Table 1 shows the 

related kernel data structures and data fields used to maintain the system dependency 

tree. 
Our research focuses on runtime diagnosis; hence the kernel data structures inside 

runtime memory are our main research objects. Figure 4 shows the runtime layout of 

selected kernel data structures, which are the data source of the kernel dependency tree. 

We can correlate among system resources based on its rich runtime system information. 

At runtime, we can periodically pick up a specification to verify the system or trigger a 

whole system detection and recovery in a request-service manner. 

 

Table 1. Correlation of kernel data structure 

Dependency rule Data structure Data field 

Process / Process task_struct, runqueue children 

Process / File task_struct, file_struct files, fs 

Process / User task_struct uid, gid 

Process / Memory task_struct, mm_struct mm, vma 

 

When the diagnosis service finds violation of a certain runtime specification of Linux 

kernel data structures, the recovery dispatcher will return a corresponding recovery 

abstract interface. Then underlying recovery instance will invoke the related recovery 

functions. In our prototype, recovery instance for Linux are implemented to perform 

fine-grained recovery of system kernel. These recovery kernel modules are organized 

according to their kernel functions, as process scheduling, memory management, kernel 

module or file descriptors.  

The underlying recovery procedure can be summarized as follows. When a recovery 

function is invoked, the recovery dispatcher first sends parameters to Linux kernel 

process by IPC. When the IPC handler of Linux receives it, Linux kernel invokes a 

corresponding recovery function to modify internal state. After the recovery function is 

executed, Linux kernel returns the result to the recovery dispatcher using IPC. It 

verifies the return value, rechecks the state inside Linux kernel, and then decides 

whether to recover again if it fails. 

 

5. Case Study 

In this section, we will demonstrate the use and effectiveness of OSKROD for detecting 

and recovery kernel rootkits by presenting several case studies. Each of them is successfully 

detected and recovered by using abstract recovery interfaces of OSKROD. 

 

5.1. Attack 1: Process Hiding 

The process descriptors of all tasks running on Linux kernel 2.6 belong to a linked list 

called all-tasks list. This list contains process descriptors (task_struct) headed by the first 

process (init_task) created during system bootstrap. The all-tasks list is used by process 
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accounting utilities such as ps. While Linux scheduler uses another kernel data structure, 

called runqueue, to schedule processes for execution. The process hiding attack removes the 

process descriptor of a malicious process from all-tasks list, but it is still remained in 

runqueue. It results that the process is invisible to process accounting utilities, but it will still 

be scheduled for execution. In OSKROD, we can use subset recovery abstract interface to 

define runqueue is the subset of all-task list. If violation, the recovery function will be 

invoked, finally the hidden process will be removed from runqueue. 

 

5.2. Attack 2: System Call Hijacking 

System call hijacking is another widely used attack method by kernel rootkits. Although in 

Linux kernel 2.6, system call table is not exposed any more, attackers still can use loadable 

kernel modules or exploit /dev/kmem to locate the address of a certain system call and hijack 

it to its own malicious routines. In OSKROD, we can use const recovery abstract interface to 

define known good values of addresses of system calls. If violation, the recovery function 

restores their original values. 

 

5.3. Attack 3: Resource Exhausting 

The applications of embedded systems are usually sensitive to the system resource. 

Meanwhile, the behavior of applications can also be defined by their resource consumption. 

OSKROD also supports recovery of resource exhausting. By using max recovery abstract 

interface, you can set the threshold of maximum memory consumption of a process. 

Therefore, we can detect resource exhausting attacks and hence recovery the system by 

restarting the related processes. 

 

6. Evaluation 

To evaluate the system, we set up experiments which are performed on a machine 

running the prototype system developed based on a L4 microkernel implementation 

L4Ka::Pistachio [27] and Iguana [28, 29] from NICTA. It is a Dell Dimension 2400 

machine, with 512MB RAM, equipped with a single 2.4GHz Pentium 4 processor 

running Linux kernel 2.6.13 as its guest operating system. Iguana is designed for 

embedded systems, which supports various platforms, including ARM and IA32. For 

more convenience, we use the IA32 platform to evaluate it. Because the experiments 

focus mainly on overhead introduced by the diagnosis and recovery functions, there 

should not be much gap among different platforms. 

 

6.1. Functional Evaluation 

 

Table 2. Linux kernel attacks survey 

Name Attack method Affected kernel data 

Knark-2.4.3 LKM System call table 

Adore-0.42 LKM System call table 

Modhide KMEM System call table 

Adore-ng KMEM Kernel memory exploit 

SuckIt-1.3 KMEM Kernel memory exploit 

Backdoor-caca LKM Interrupt description table 
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We have implemented several runtime specification scripts designed to perform 

detection and recovery for Linux kernel 2.6 using our system. We have tested them 

against several existing Linux kernel attacks published in Packet Storm [30], which 

offers an abundant resource of security tools, exploits, and advisories. The tested 

security attacks are summarized in Table 2. There are mainly two methods of Linux 

kernel attacks, one is loadable kernel module (LKM) and the other is direct kernel 

memory exploit (KMEM). They can be further summarized to two categories. 
- I: Redirecting system control data, such as system calls, irq handlers or virtual file 

system functions to their own malicious routines, the representatives are Knark [31], 

Adore [32] and Backdoor-caca.  

- II: Compromising system non-control data, such as direct kernel memory exploit, 

control of /proc file system, the example is SuckIt. 

 

6.2. Performance Analysis 

 

Table 3. CPU consumption of main processes 
Percentage (%) Name Description 

65.668 L_timer Linux interrupt handler 

26.092 kdbpoll System kernel debugger 

4.845 L_syscall Linux system call handler 

2.259 diagnosis Runtime diagnosis service 

0.330 serial Serial service 

0.178 L1 Application(bash) 

0.047 irq00 System irq handler 

0.031 L17 Application 

0.026 trace Trace buffer service 

0.024 timer Timer service 

0.023 L18 Application 

0.022 naming Naming service 

0.014 roottask Page fault handler 

*idle process is counted but not showed. 

In Section 6.1 we demonstrate the effectiveness of the recovery service, we measure 

the CPU overhead introduced by the diagnosis service in this section. We use runtime 

tracing mechanism provided by L4 microkernel to trace switch to event hence evaluate 

the system overhead. The timestamps are filled with rdtsc instruction on IA32 platform. 

Table 3 shows the detail of CPU consumption in system when diagnosis time interval is 

set to 250 milliseconds. It shows that the diagnosis service only consumes about 

2.259% CPU resource, which is pretty lightweight. Linux kernel is implemented as two 

L4 processes: L timer acts as Linux irq handler, whose CPU consumption is about 

65.67%; L_syscall is Linux system call handler, which consumes about 4.85%. The kdb 

poll task, which is in charge of kernel debug, consumes about 26%. 

 

6.2.1. Diagnosis Performance: We also change the time interval to check related 

CPU overhead introduced by the diagnosis service. To give a fair statistic result, we 

define the measurement as long as we can, the sample data is dumped every 1,000 times 

context switch. Table 4 shows the overhead changes with detection intervals. The 

priority of diagnosis service and Linux irq handler process keeps unchanged as 100, the 
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priority of Linux system call hander process is 99. When the diagnosis interval changes 

from 800 milliseconds to 50 milliseconds, the introduced CPU overhead increases from 

0.559% to 8.843%. It indicates the CPU consumption usage increases with the decrease 

of diagnosis interval time within the prototype system. It can be concluded that the 

maximum CPU overhead is 8.843% 

 

Table 4. Overhead changes along with interval 
Overhead (%) Time interval (ms) 

0.559 800 

1.114 400 

2.225 200 

4.457 100 

8.843 50 

*priority of diagnosis server and Linux irq handler are 100, priority of Linux syscall handler is 99. 

 

To observe the relationship between introduced overhead and the priority of 

diagnosis service, we design some other experiments. During the experiments, the 

priority of Linux application process is 98, Linux system call handler process is 99 and 

Linux interrupt handler is 100. We change the priority of diagnosis service from 100 to 

110 and 200; repeat three kinds of experiments 10 times. Stress workload experiment is 

also measured when the priority of diagnosis service is set to 100 by using stress –cpu 8 

–timeout 1000s. From Table 5, it concludes that the overhead varies little when the 

process priority changes and it is also insensitive to the workload. 

 

Table 5. Overhead changes along with priority and workload 
Overhead (%) Priority of diagnosis service 

0.555 200 

0.556 110 

0.559 100 

*priority of Linux irq handler is 100, priority of Linux syscall handler is 99. 

 

We also design experiments to get CPU cycles used for diagnosis. It is about 1.605 

million CPU cycles, which means the whole diagnosis will be finished within 1 second 

for a 1.6 MHz platform. To those platforms with slow processors, the diagnosis and 

recovery is supported in a request-service mode. When the embedded products are 

charged with AC adaptor, the diagnosis and recovery service can be enabled and 

provide recovery on demand. 

6.2.2. Recovery Performance: To measure the performance of recovery, we design 

several fault injection experiments, including hooking system calls, overwriting irq tables, 

direct modifying all-task list to hide processes etc. These fault injection experiments result in 

invoking the recovery functions in kernel space. As Table 6 shows, we observe two kinds of 

cases to perform fine-grained overhead analysis for detection and recovery based on kernel 

data structures. I stands for system call hooking case studies, II stands for hidden process 

detection and recovery cases. For the detection side, in I, only function pointer is compared 

with known good value; while in II, we have to traverse along runtime kernel data structures 

to verify its values against runtime specifications, such as the subset relation between 

runqueue and all-task list. It results that almost 10 times of CPU cycles are used in case II 
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than case I. For the recovery side, both cases shows recovery consumes much more CPU 

cycles comparing with detection. This is due to mutual protections and lock mechanisms of 

Linux kernel, which also result in blocking inside the microkernel environment. While the 

CPU cycles consumed by recovery depend on corresponding recovery functions, general 

conclusions can not be drawn from the experiments. 
 

Table 6. CPU cycles used for recovery and its percentage 

Category Detection Recovery R/(R+D) (%) 

I 132 3846648 99.997 

II 1409 50816 97.302 

 
7. Discussion 

Currently our prototype system only supports single processor, for further research it 

is planned to be extended to support multiprocessor architecture. The main challenge 

rises from the synchronization between kernel processes and diagnosis services. Our 

solution is to let diagnosis service evaluate based on the current snapshot of specific 

kernel data structures, at the same time kernel processes can still execute without any 

interference. Once inconsistency of kernel data structure has been detected, the modules 

may even recover them to certain consistent values. Some side effect may be 

introduced; currently related evaluation tests are still in progress. 
Though our diagnosis service can detect several kernel-level security attacks, it also suffers 

from some limitations. We discuss about them as follows. 

Our current research is based on the analysis of former known malicious attacks, suffers 

from arms race problems as well as other security research. Although reverse engineering 

methods make our research effective to existing security case studies, they also limit our 

research to known problems, hard to find potential security holes. In our future work, we plan 

to combine static program analysis tools such as Daikon [33] to help us automatically explore 

potential system exploits inside Linux kernel.  

Inside our prototype system, Linux kernel data structures are accessed from the diagnosis 

service, which is separated from kernel space. To dereference pointers to kernel data 

structures correctly, the diagnosis service has to know their layout inside memory from their 

definitions. Meanwhile, the definitions of related kernel data structures probably change 

during kernel development. Therefore the definitions of related kernel data structures should 

be updated according to their latest change, when we use the latest kernel source code. 

 

8. Conclusion 

As embedded systems are used increasingly for daily applications, ensuring 

automatic diagnosis and recovery to protect system from security attacks becomes even 

more important. In this paper, we have presented an automatic diagnosis recovery 

infrastructure for embedded systems. A prototype system also has been developed to 

verify its feasibility based on security isolation provided by a system virtualization 

layer. The evaluation has demonstrated its effect of guaranteeing the consistency of 

kernel data structures and performing fine-grained system recovery. Moreover, its 

diagnosis and recovery service can support multiple working modes. Therefore, it is 

expected to be easily applied to various scenarios for embedded systems. 
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